
Book Two, Chapter 7

There was a tea shop between the palace and the basilica that Cadras frequented 

because the owner had a propensity to make bad bets. The place was mostly known 

for its cheap unsweetened tea and the blandness of its biscuits. Cadras broke his long 

fast there, nibbling with caution at first, then devouring three biscuits in rapid 

succession. Cadras did not know the girl who was minding the shop that morning. She 

was long-limbed and shy, too ruddy in complexion to be the daughter of the half-Siltian 

shop owner. She spoke to Cadras from behind behind her bangs, and retreated back 

to the ovens as soon as she had taken his coin. Cadras did not ask after the proprietor. 

Ordinarily, he would have taken the opportunity to make a favorable wager or two, but 

his financial circumstances were now markedly improved, and it was not clear yet 

whether the races were merely delayed, or cancelled.

His stomach pains relieved by the plain biscuits, Cadras set a brisk pace toward the 

basilica. His injuries were aggravating, but he had several hours of sleep and he was 

chewing the last of his casper gum. The streets were deserted aside from harried 

groups of soldiers. The people were afraid to be seen conducting business under the 

onerous tolling of the basilica's bells. The circumstances demanded a certain amount 

of decorum, which Cadras ignored as he strode up the wise, steep, Street of A 

Thousand Lights.

Where the streets of Merendir were steep, they tended also to be narrow and 

winding mixtures of stairs and alleys, unfit for carts. Not so the Street of A Thousand 

Lights. It was as wide as a boulevard, evenly cobbled, and lined with a suitably holy 

number-- Cadras doubted there were actually a thousand, but there were enough that 

he had never bothered to count-- of fine lamps placed on posts of varied heights. 
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When lit, the lamps were supposed to evoke the night sky. This was the final approach 

to the basilica, the spiritual center of the vast empire-within-the-Empire that was the 

Church of Quelestel. The glowing sun of pale onyx that topped the basilica was visible 

for the entire climb, leading the followers of Quelestel toward the greatest monument to 

his glory.

The ever-faithful rickshaw men were gathering at the edges of the Street of A 

Thousand Lights. Before long, the great bells of the Basilica would change their tone, 

summoning the city to climb the steep street to mourn the Emperor, and the rickshaw 

men did not want to miss out on fares from Quelestel's more infirm or lazy followers.

Huge porticos with slender columns claimed a considerable amount of land at the 

top of the Street of A Thousand Lights. A path of white marble led to the church itself, 

cutting through a lavish lawn punctuated by a series of mismatched fountains carved 

over the past centuries by whichever sculptor had been in vogue at the time. The grey 

stone church soared above the porticos, ending in a tapering spire topped with the 

white onyx sun. Whereas Quelestel's other churches in Merendir were airy and bright, 

the Basilica's verticality choked off sunlight and so it tended to be gloomy, except for an 

hour around noon when the sun streamed in through shafts in the spire, reflecting from 

the polished white marble interior. It was at this hour that the Candle held his 

congregation and the church was filled with song, light, pious masses, and the 

insufferable proclamations of the Candle himself.

Cadras had attended a few congregations years ago. As a child, his father had half-

heartedly tried to instill a sense of piety, both in Cadras and in himself, after the death 

of Cadras' mother. The Candle had been young back then, full of vigor and righteous 

zeal. Cadras had sat quietly beside his father, in the far back of the chapel, and 

wondered what was so compelling about that pompous man. Needless to say, he had 
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not become pious. His father had not either, and their visits to the church had become 

less frequent and eventually stopped all together. Cadras had not returned since.

Cadras did not enter the church itself. He cut across the lawn and through one of 

the porticos to the brick annex protruding awkwardly into the alley behind the church. 

This was where various people associated with the church lived and worked. Cadras 

assumed that this must be where Stennan's quarters were as well. Outside, Cadras 

stopped to consider how best to proceed. After a moment of deliberation, Cadras spit 

out his casper gum, opened the front door, and walked in. There was a cramped 

antechamber with a guard who did not bother to conceal his boredom when Cadras 

entered.

Cadras nodded to him and said "I'm looking for Stennan, the Emperor's knight." 

The guard looked Cadras up and down without much interest.

"Go away."

"The Candle sent me to bring the knight for testimony before the Tribunal." Cadras 

lied.

The guard straightened a little. Cadras knew little about the workings of the 

Tribunals, but he doubted this guard did, either. What he did know was that the 

Tribunals' justice was harsh and their motives obscure. If Cadras had to choose 

between attracting the attention of a Tribunal and contracting the plague, it would not 

be an obvious decision.

"The knight's quarters are on the second floor, the third door on your right," the 

guard offered, suddenly cooperative.

Cadras handed a coin to the man, who feigned indignation and then put it into his 

pocket. Cadras left before the guard had a chance to think about him any more. He did 

not pass anybody in the stairs, or in the hall. The hallways were narrow and dark, with 
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cracked paint, haphazardly covered in layers of threadbare rugs. He found the door to 

Stennan's chambers, and stopped. He licked his lips and listened. He took out a 

cigarette, put it away, sighed, shrugged to himself, and knocked.

There was no answer. Cadras pressed his ear against the door. Dimly, from down 

the hall, the could hear the choir from the church, practicing a dirge. Inside the room he 

heard nothing. The lock was poorly made. Cadras looked up and down the hall, drew a 

dagger, and jammed it between the door and the frame. He pulled with both hands and 

the door opened with a crack of splintering wood. He went inside and closed the door.

Thick curtains blocked the light and the air was stale and heavy with sweat. It took a 

moment for Cadras' eyes to adjust to dim light and when they did, he saw a man laying 

on the bed, hands folded on his stomach. Cadras went instantly into a defensive 

crouch, considering whether to go for his daggers, or the door, but then he saw that 

this was not the knight. Cadras thought the man might be sleeping, but then he 

unfolded his hands and rose slowly from the bed. He did not seem to be alarmed at 

Cadras' entry. The man was slightly built and wore a thick woolen robe in spite of the 

heat. He smiled and did not speak a word, taking a step forward. His smile was rigid, 

his hair and robe filthy. He looked straight into Cadras' eyes and stepped forward 

again. Cadras' instincts screamed to bury a knife in the man, but then he would learn 

nothing from him. Instead he stood, returning the man's gaze, his knife hand twitching 

near his belt.

Everything about this man was wrong. Cadras meant to reach back for the 

doorknob, to open the door, to get a breath of fresh air, to leave the room, to run from 

Stennan's quarters, to run from this emaciated man in his dirty cloak, but he did 

nothing. The man's eyes held him transfixed. They were unremarkable eyes, brown 

and bloodshot. The man took another silent step forward. He whispered something and 
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there was a shriek in Cadras' ears like metal on rusty metal, doubling him over in pain, 

and then it was soothed, and Cadras felt as if somebody were caressing the sensitive 

part of his mind. The shrieking returned and then was gone. The man began to breath 

deeply and still did not look away. A look of surprised pleasure filled his face. Cadras' 

skin tingled, and a sweet dizzying nausea welled up within him. The man's expression 

turned positively lustful, and Cadras felt a black expanse opening at the back of his 

mind. He remembered the door in the library. He remembered the window. Cadras 

shouted a syllable that meant nothing and he was freed and then Cadras' dagger was 

in his hand and then it was in the man's chest.

The man died instantly, and Cadras caught him as he fell and layed him on the 

ground. Cadras shuddered. The onslaught of sensation stopped immediately when the 

man died, leaving Cadras only a little light headed. Cadras went to the window. He 

drew the curtain and threw the shutter open. Fresh air and sunlight streamed in, and 

Cadras took his first look around the room. There was not much other than a simple 

pallet, a bed pan, and underclothes piled in a corner. There was a wire-rimmed leather 

bag neat the pallet, of the type common among healers. Cadras stepped over the dead 

man to examine it. The leather was new, stiff and oiled. Cadras forced open the clasp 

and a pungent herbaceous smell hit him. There was only a single bundle of herbs, 

which Cadras did not recognize, atop a small collection surgical implements. The dead 

man had nothing on his person but a single weight of silver. His robe was oily and 

coarse. Cadras shredded the pallet and kicked around the dirty clothes, but there was 

nothing else of interest in the room, and no indication of the knight Stennan having 

been there recently.

Cadras took the bag and left the room, nearly colliding with a young man who had 

the fresh face of a new recruit to the clergy, the favorite son of some backwater berg, 
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still enthralled with the city. The clergyman stopped as if he might want to talk, but 

Cadras preempted him with a grimace and walked quickly to the stairs. He swept 

through the antechamber and out into the churchyard, keeping his body between the 

guard and the leather bag, not looking at the man. A few paces into the churchyard, he 

looked over his shoulder, but he knew he was not being followed. He knew the guard's 

type. The man had been letting his impulses die for years and now faced his day-to-

day existence like any other chore.

Cadras made his way back toward the Valley, working over everything that had 

happened in the knight's quarters. His thoughts were a maddening tumble, drifting 

back to the lambskin book, or gruesome scene at the palace. It was too much to 

assimilate. Cadras turned his pocket inside out-- the one that had had the casper 

gum-- and scraped it with a fingernail. He sucked the bitter residue from his finger and 

went over everything that was indisputable.

Althurre Barwell had interviewed Cadras about Halvered's escape. Mardis Dantley 

said that Barwell had recommended Cadras for an appointment with the Hidden 

Guard. Althurre Barwell died suddenly. Althurre Barwell had a fortune in diamonds 

hidden in his office. Althurre Barwell had a list of guards hidden in his office. Mardis 

Dantley knew at least something of Cadras' background. Mardis Dantley had appointed 

Cadras to the Hidden Guard. Cadras was now wealthy. Cadras had not been to see 

Grainger. Cadras had not killed Halvered-- it seemed that the Brotherhood of Earth and 

Dust had done that, but that was not indisputable. Halvered had broked their contract. 

Halvered had been lifted from the ground and had his back broken by an unseen force. 

Cadras took Halvered's head. Cadras took two books from the library. One traced the 

hugely extended lineage of the imperial family, the other was written in a language he 

did not understand. Both were very valuable. Cadras had opened a door in the library 
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after placing his palm on it and becoming entranced. Cadras had placed his hand on a 

window and shattered it, even thought the window had not shattered when hit with a 

heavy chair. Marta broke into his room. Marta may have seen the books and 

Halvered's head. The Emperor was dead. Much of the nobility was dead, butchered in 

the night. A man in Stennan's room had reached into Cadras' mind before Cadras killed 

him.

Cadras thought of the air in Stennan's room, sickly and stiffling, full of acrid herbs 

and stale sweat. He thought of the man's eyes, pinning him in place, while something 

prodded deep inside him. Cadras was wracked with revulsion and had to stop briefly. 

He crossed the street to a corner fountain-- the last before the Valley-- and splashed 

his face with water.

Cadras turned downhill and made his way to a small dead end street near the Street 

of Fools. This street was a study in slow, grey, ruin-- unnamed, with solid buildings built 

right up against the cobbled street. It held two attractions. One was a brothel, 

unmarked and unremarkable in most respects. The other was a hostel where travellers 

and vagrants could buy a cheap night on a dirty cot. Cadras had no interest in either of 

these places, but noted two of Lighthall's men loitering in front of the brothel. Cadras 

knew these two. They had no love for Union members, and particularly not for Cadras. 

Cadras thought he might wait for them to leave, but they had already seen him.

Like most of Lighthall's men, they wore white tunics, stood four inches taller than 

other men, and wore cudgels and blades at their belts. They waited for him to 

approach them, talking and chuckling to themselves. As Cadras drew closer, they 

moved idly to block his way.

It had been a few cycles since Cadras, desperate to pay some outstanding debt, 

had ignored his better judgement and sat down to cards with these two at a tavern that 
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was neither a Union tavern, or one of Lighthall's. Lighthall's men had started drunk, 

and gotten drunker, and Cadras had been winning easily. When they had started 

cheating to stem their losses, Cadras-- who was desperate for funds and did not want 

to end the game-- said nothing, but balanced out their cheating with some of his own, 

allowing himself a little extra benefit because he was offended that they had so 

debased the game. He still did not believe that they had caught him rearranging the 

deck-- he thought they had accused him of cheating only because they had continued 

to lose. Tables were upended, regrettable words were spoken, and Cadras had left the 

tavern in a hurry. The proprietor was yelling that he should never come back, and one 

of Lighthall's men was bleeding profusely from the face. It was only a slit nostril-- 

bloody, but not very damaging. Lighthall's man had been shaking Cadras by the arm, 

yelling booze-soaked threats laced with spittle. Cadas had taken his thinnest blade, 

inserted it half an inch into the man's nose, and pulled.

The two men were interchangeable for the most part, with coarse, brown, hair and 

stupid-looking features, their brows heavy and shiny with perspiration, their dark eyes a 

little too close together, a manly amount of stubble allowed on their cheeks, and ugly 

sneers. One was slightly larger and heavier, and the other bore a white scar on his 

nose. Cadras stopped just out of arm's reach, wearing a disinterested expression, and 

waited for them to get on with whatever they planned to do.

The larger of the two screwed his face up in an exaggerated squint, making him 

look even stupider, and said slowly, "Say, Randil, isn't this little thief the thief that cut 

your nose that time?"

Randil leaned forward and squinted too. They had clearly worked this script out as 

Cadras had approached. "You know, partner, I think you're right."

Both men had their hands on their cudgels now. Randil's partner took a step forward 
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and when Cadras did not back away, he pressed his massive chest against Cadras' 

shoulder. 

Randil spat near Cadras' feet and asked, "Is that you, little man?"

"That's me," Cadras looked blankly up at Partner, expressionless, fighting the 

impulse to gag at the man's hot, sour, breath. "Do you two have the money you owe 

me?"

"You cheated!" Randil snarled.

Cadras twisted deftly away from Partner-- who lurched forward with nobody to press 

his chest against-- and took a quick step toward Randil. Randil flinched and Cadras 

sneered at him.

"You cheated first. I cheated better." Cadras took another step toward Randil, who 

stood his ground, puffing out his chest. Cadras saw Partner moving into position 

behind him. Cadras gestured at the whorehouse and moved his ankle to make sure his 

knife was loose in his boot. "Grainger sent me to service your mothers. He says after 

Berekker's Islanders slaughtered ten of you swine on the docks, you wouldn't dare 

provoke a fight with the Poorman's Union."

Randil went white and clenched his jaw until his face shook. Cadras wondered if he 

had made the man mad enough to kill him. The truth was, Grainger was probably 

about ready to kill Cadras himself. Cadras sighed as if this was all very tiresome, and 

stepped around Randil. As he walked away, Randil called threateningly, "Next time we 

see you, little thief... we might not be working for Lighthall anymore." Now that was 

interesting.

Cadras went to the very end of the street, where a weathered sign nailed above the 

door read "Apothecary and Alchemist, Inquire Within." The door was locked, and 

Cadras pounded several times. He heard footsteps within and then the door jerked 
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open a foot. A narrow face, framed with tangled white hair regarded Cadras for a long 

moment through half spectacles before disappearing back into the gloom, leaving the 

door open for Cadras to follow.

"Hello, Crowley," Cadras said to the man's back, stepping around an inquisitive cat. 

He shut the door behind him and bolted it, and breathed in the smell of Crowley's shop, 

densely herbal and mineral, along with dust and old paper, smoke and spice, and of 

course cats. Another one of Crowley's feline companions pressed itself against Cadras' 

leg. Cadras pushed it away with his foot, and it stalked indignantly back to a sunny 

spot on the floor and curled up for a nap.

Crowley stood behind his counter, palms flat on the clear space demarcated by a 

blackened censer and an elaborate iron scale. Beyond these boundaries, the counter 

became a wilderness of papers and parcels, stacked to precarious heights. Nothing in 

the shop seemed quite straight. All of the angles were a little bit off, and nothing in the 

bewildering array of curious objects fit quite right in the space that it was kept.

Crowley cleared his throat noisily. His hair was like a briar patch and his spectacles 

did not sit exactly straight, causing him often to tilt his head when he spoke. If there 

was truly an organization called the Dark Council, and Crowley was a part of it, it could 

not be very threatening. Cadras wondered if he should warn Crowley of Mardis 

Dantley's interest in him, but he did not want to advertise his association with Dantley.

"Hello, Cadras, what can I do for you today?"

Cadras set the herbs from Stennan's apartment on the counter and asked, "Do you 

recognize this?"

Crowley put his face close to the bundle of herbs and peered at them for a moment 

before picking them up. They had narrow, flat, leaves, just beginning to dry and crack 

at the ends. He smelled them and nodded, pursing his lips. With the nail of his thumb, 
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he scraped one of the leaves and licked off the residue.

"Hmm..." Crowley nodded again, "Yes."

Cadras waited expectantly. When Crowley said nothing, Cadras prompted him, 

"Yes?"

"Yes," Crowley nodded. "Castenal. Haven't seen it in a long time. Could be any 

number of plants in the same family. They grow in partial shade in cool places. 

Moderate elevation. The hills of the Northern Province. Maybe some equivalent climate 

in Rhouden or Silt. Maybe Fellnia, but the winters there are awfully early." Crowley 

frowned. "These are fresh, though."

Crowley chewed his lip and muttered indiscernably, drumming his fingertips on the 

counter. Cadras waited.

Crowley muttered a little more clearly, not quite talking to Cadras, but including him 

in his thoughts. "Shallow root system, dense soil. Partial shade. Cool. I suppose you 

could cultivate them in a cellar if it got a bit of light, but why would you want to?"

"I don't know. Why would you want to?"

Crowley looked slightly startled when Cadras spoke. He corrected his spectacles 

and shrugged. "The castenal plant contains several mild toxins. Nothing very 

interesting, but enough to prevent it from being useful."

"Could it be used as a poison?"

"Perhaps, but its effect would be negligible," a scruffy yellow cat jumped onto the 

counter and butted its head against Crowley's chest. He scratched it absent-mindedly 

as he spoke. "I have dozens of more effective, cheaper poisons in this shop. What's 

more, most of them are used regularly to kill pests, so you could buy all but the most 

deadly without raising any suspicion."

"And it has no medicinal value?"
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"None, so far as I know. If it did have medicinal value, it would have to be topical. If 

ingested, it causes digestive discomfort in small quantities-- sickness and delusion in 

greater quantities."

"Interesting." Cadras set the surgical bag on the counter and opened it. "Do you 

have any use for these?"

Crowley took each implement out, one at a time, turned it over, and set it on the 

counter in front of him. There were various hooks and scalpels, clamps and needles, all 

in good steel. When he had arranged them all in front of him, he nodded approvingly. 

"Very nice, very nice. I could certainly sell this. I'll give you three gold weight for it, or 

eight in scrip."

Crowley bought high and sold low, that was why he never made money.

"It's my gift." Cadras told him, then added some advice, "I wouldn't accept scrip at 

all until there's an Emperor to back it." Cadras set a diamond on the counter in from of 

Crowley. It made a satisfying crack as it hit the wood. Crowley raised an eyebrow. "I 

have a proposition for you," Cadras said, then asked, "How much do you think this is 

worth?"

Crowley set the stone in the bowl of the scale, and its arm bowed smoothly. It was a 

beautiful piece, wrought with grace and precision from dark iron and meticulously 

maintained. Using tweezers, Crowley swapped weights in and out until the arm 

balanced. He produced a lense from under the counter and peered at the stone, 

turning it over a few times.

"I say nearly thirty weight." Crowley whistled.

Cadras nodded. "I want a share in your business."

Crowley squinted and cocked his head. "Excuse me?"

Cadras folded his hands behind his back and started to pace, stepping over and 
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around the cats. One of them squinted and cocked its head at Cadras with an 

expression that was oddly similar to Crowley's.

"You don't really make much money with this shop." Cadras did not wait for Crowley 

to respond. "Aside from supporting your rather austere life style, anything you make 

goes right back into the store. You work every day, all day, and you aren't getting any 

younger. You have no heir, and there's nobody alive who could run your shop even for 

a day."

Cadras swept his arm out in a broad gesture, and Crowley turned to the shelves 

behind him. They were narrow, and they ran all the way along the back wall of the 

shop, from the floor to the ceiling. Every shelf sagged with boxes and jars and books in 

spaces divided with blocks of wood and brick, with bits of plants and rocks wedges into 

every free inch. If there was a system by which Crowley's merchandise was 

categorized and stored, it was incomprehensible to anybody but the old man himself.

Crowley nodded slowly. "You want to become my apprentice."

Cadras blinked. "I hadn't thought of it that way. I would like to learn your business, 

but it will be slow, because I don't have much time at the moment. I want to become a 

partner, of sorts. You'll keep running the store, and I'll help with the finances. If we 

become profitable, I'll take a quarter of the income. The diamond will be yours, so you 

won't have worry about money for a long time. You can start taking a day off here and 

there, or even close the store for a season and go travelling. I'll take my merchandise 

free of charge, within reason."

"That is a very compelling proposition," Crowley frowned and said nothing. "Forgive 

me. It's a lot to think about."

Cadras nodded. "Think it over. In the meantime, do you have any more casper 

gum?"
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Crowley went without hesitation to an unmarked box among several other unmarked 

boxes. "Yes, I have a little," he said. "It hasn't caught on, unfortunately. Tea's the 

stimulant that people want."

Cadras took the the plug of gum, cut a sliver, and started chewing it. "Nevertheless, 

I'd like you to stockpile it for me. I''ll buy every ounce you can lay your hands on, up to 

a hundred weight. If people come asking for it, tell them that you don't have any. Tell 

them they stopped importing it, or that a blight killed all the casper trees, or anything, 

just save all of it for me."

Crowley looked doubtful. "A hundred weight?"

"Yes." Cadras nodded.

Crowley frowned. "Why?"

"I believe it has the potential to become wildly popular. Be discrete. I don't want 

other merchants buying it up themselves. If you could compile a list of merchants who 

import the gum and the ones who sell it, I would appreciate it. I'll need to know where 

their shops are, and where they live."

Crowley nodded. "Is there anything else I can do for you?"

"I'd like a bottle of Fellnian spirits."

Cadras needed to make ammends with Grainger and his men. Crowley wrapped a 

bottle in coarse cloth. This was probably the only place in Merendir where Cadras did 

not have to specify that he wanted the stuff made from Tylet root. Crowley would not 

allow imitation Fellnian spirits in his store.

Cadras took his coin purse from his belt, but Crowley waved him off. Then, abruptly, 

he said "I accept your offer."

Still, Cadras put a double weight of gold on the counter. "It will take me a few days 

to find a buyer for the gem," he told Crowley. "Take this as an advance."
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Cadras tucked the bottle under his arm, as Crowley shuffled out from behind the 

counter and unbolted the door. Cadras lit a cigarette, nodded to Crowley, and went out, 

squinting at the sun. There were guards in the street, moving toward him cautiously, as 

if they expected an ambush. The sergeant pointed at Cadras and one of the men 

approached him with his sword drawn. Cadras put his hands out to his sides and let 

the cloth drop from the bottle.

"Just buying liquor..." Cadras said, glancing from the guardsman to the sergeant. 

The sergeant nodded, and the guardsman took a step back to let Cadras pass. Cadras 

retrieved the cloth and walked uneasily through the group of guards as they advanced 

on Crowley's shop. There were shouts and the sound of splintering wood, and Cadras 

cursed under his breath, but did not look back.
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